
See more of the job site with user-controlled pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) 
technology to monitor progress throughout the project.

See how the day progresses in real-time. Capture the life of 
the job site with a video camera that gives you live insights 
into the status of your project. OxBlue’s camera technology 

lets you focus on all the important aspects of your project by 
helping to manage everything: site visits, material shipments, 
contractor schedule, and progress updates.

SAPPHIRE SERIES
VIDEO PAN-TILT-ZOOM LIVESTREAMING CAMERA

SYSTEM FEATURES

®

Solar power compatible

Integrated, industrial cellular antenna

High-resolution images taken every 10 minutes

Optical zoom

High-definition livestream

Easily pan, tilt, and zoom the camera

Instant snapshot of current view

User-selected camera angles



Every self-contained OxBlue construction camera comes ready to meet your jobsite monitoring needs 

right out of the box. No need for additional hardware or software - or jobsite internet connection.
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1920 x 1080; 6 frames/second 1920 x 1080; 6 frames/second

8 Megapixel (3840 x 2160) 2 Megapixel (1920 x 1080)

Wireless (Cellular LTE)

5.5 lb (2.49 kg) installed

120/240 VAC (30 watts normal usage); Solar Compatible

Up to 4 Configurable Presets

-58 to 122º F
-50 to 50º C

Still Image - Unlimited Remote Storage
Video - 128 GB onboard; approx 2 wks

70º Horizontal Field of View

6.50” W (16.51 cm)

65º Horizontal Field of View

7.38” W (18.75 cm)

43º Vertical Field of View

10.81” H (27.46 cm)

39º Vertical Field of View

8.56” H (21.74 cm)

360º Horizontal Pan 360º Horizontal Pan

6.50” L (16.51 cm) 7.38” L (18.75 cm)

-90º to 20º Vertical Tilt 180º Vertical Tilt

12x Optical Zoom 30x Optical Zoom

Access to live video and video on demand requires login with a username. Monthly data usage limited to 30 GB per camera. Some live video products 
may provide up to two (2) weeks of local video archiving on the camera & data retrieval requires an additional fee. Three (3) year warranty on live video 
products from the date of purchase. Some exceptions may apply.
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SAPPHIRE SERIES
VIDEO PTZ SPECIFICATIONS


